Meal frequency and timing in health and disease
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Although major research efforts have focused on how specific components of foodstuffs affect health, relatively little is known about a more fundamental aspect of diet, the frequency and circadian timing of meals, and potential benefits of intermittent periods with no or very low energy intakes. The most common eating pattern in modern societies, three meals plus snacks every day, is abnormal from an evolutionary perspective. Emerging findings from studies of animal models and human subjects suggest that intermittent energy restriction periods of as little as 16 h can improve health indicators and counteract disease processes. The mechanisms involve a metabolic shift to fat metabolism and ketone production, and stimulation of adaptive cellular stress responses that prevent and repair molecular damage. As data on the optimal frequency and timing of meals crystallizes, it will be critical to develop strategies to incorporate those eating patterns into health care policy and practice, and the lifestyles of the population.

Obesity and associated diseases of modern societies (diabetes, cardiovascular/cerebrovascular disease, cancer, and Alzheimer’s disease) are overwhelming health care systems. Unfortunately, the common knowledge that reducing overall calorie intake and regular exercise can help optimize body weight and reduce disease risk has, in many cases, not been implemented successfully. Some of the advice provided by physicians and dietitians to their patients is consistent with the current scientific evidence, including the benefits of vegetables, fruits, fiber, nuts, and fish, and the value of reducing or eliminating snacks. However, there are many myths and presumptions concerning diet and health, including that it is important to eat three or more meals per day on a regular basis (1, 2). Although many aspects of diet and lifestyle influence metabolic status and disease trajectory during the life course, emerging findings suggest that the influences of the frequency and timing of meals on health may be large, but are difficult to characterize with any generality. Here we describe the physiological responses of laboratory animals and human subjects to controlled variations in meal size, frequency, and circadian timing, and their impact on health and disease in modern societies. Three experimental dietary regimens are considered: (i) caloric restriction (CR), in which daily calorie intake is reduced by 20–40%, and meal frequency is unchanged; (ii) intermittent energy restriction (IER), which involves eliminating (fasting) or greatly reducing (e.g., 500 calories per day) daily intake food/caloric beverage intake intermittently, for example 2 d/wk; and (iii) time-restricted feeding (TRF), which involves limiting daily intake of food and caloric beverages to a 4- to 6-h time window. We also consider the cultural and industrial barriers to implementing evidence-based healthy eating patterns, and strategies for removing or circumventing those barriers.

Evolutionary and Cultural Considerations

Unlike modern humans and domesticated animals, the eating patterns of many mammals are characterized by intermittent energy intake. Carnivores may kill and eat prey only a few times each week or even less frequently (3, 4), and hunter-gatherer anthropoids, including those living today, often eat intermittently depending upon food availability (5, 6). The ability to function at a high level, both physically and mentally, during extended periods without food may have been of fundamental importance in our evolutionary history. Many adaptations for an intermittent food supply are conserved among mammals, including organs for the uptake and storage of rapidly mobilizable glucose (liver glycogen stores) and longer-lasting energy substrates, such as fatty acids in adipose tissue. Behavioral adaptations that
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enable food acquisition and storage permeate the behavioral repertoire of all species, including humans. Indeed, the higher cognitive capabilities of humans compared with other species likely evolved for the purpose of acquiring food resources; evidence suggests that the earliest tools (7) and languages (8) were invented to aid in food acquisition.

The agricultural revolution, which began ∼10,000 y ago, resulted in the constant year-round availability of food typical of modern societies. Our agrarian ancestors adopted a three meals per day eating pattern, presumably because it provided both social and practical benefits for the daily work and school schedules. More recently, within the past 50 y, high calorie density foodstuffs (refined grains, sugar, cooking oils, corn syrup, and so on) have permeated these three daily meals (9). When superimposed on increasingly sedentary lifestyles, the consumption of high-energy meals multiple times each day plausibly contributed to the emergence of obesity and related diseases as major causes of morbidity and mortality (Fig. 1). Obesity has also become a major health problem in dogs and cats, which are often fed ad libitum (10), and even laboratory rodents can often be considered overfed and sedentary (11, 12). Indeed, animals in the wild and hunter-gatherer humans rarely, if ever, suffer from obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease (5).

Circadian Rhythms, Meal Timing, and Health

Circadian rhythms are self-sustained ∼24-h oscillations in behavior, physiology, and metabolism. These rhythms have evolved and permit organisms to effectively respond to the predictable daily change in the light-dark cycle and the resultant rhythms in food availability in nature. Gene-expression studies have revealed more than 10% of expressed genes in any given organ exhibit circadian oscillation (13). These rhythmic transcripts encode key rate-determining steps in neuroendocrine, signaling, and metabolic pathways. Such regulation temporally separates incompatible cellular processes and optimizes cellular and organismal fitness. Although the circadian clock is cell-autonomous and is present in the majority of tissue types, the circadian system is organized in a hierarchical manner in which the hypothalamic suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) functions as the master circadian clock that uses both diffusive and synaptic mechanisms to orchestrate circadian rhythms in the peripheral organs at appropriate phase. Photoreceptive retinal ganglion cells send ambient light information to the SCN through monosynaptic connection to ensure that the circadian system is entrained to the daily light-dark cycle (14).

Whereas light is the dominant timing cue for the SCN oscillator, time of food intake affects the phase of the clocks in peripheral tissues (15), including liver, muscle, and adipose tissues. For millions of years in the absence of artificial light, the circadian clock—in conjunction with the retinal light input—imposed diurnal rhythms in physiology and behaviors, including the activity/rest and feeding/fasting cycle. For many of our ancestors, food was probably scarce and primarily consumed during daylight hours, leaving long hours of overnight fasting. With the advent of affordable artificial lighting and industrialization, modern humans began to experience prolonged hours of illumination every day and resultant extended consumption of food. The modern lifestyle perturbed the human circadian system in three primary ways: shift work, exposure to prolonged hours of artificial light, and erratic eating patterns. Although it is difficult to separate the consequence of each of these perturbations on metabolism and physiology, animal models and recent experimental human studies have begun to elucidate the mechanisms and consequence of these circadian disruptions. In industrial societies nearly 10% of the workforce performs night-shift work: either permanent night work, rotating shifts, or irregular schedules, in which the individuals typically switch their wakeful hours back to the daytime during days off to maintain a typical social life on those days. During night-shift work the individuals are subject to both prolonged hours of artificial lighting and an abnormal eating schedule. Furthermore, during the weekend the tendency to maintain a day-active social life imposes a jet-lag-type paradigm in which both central and peripheral clocks attempt to adjust to a weekend lifestyle. Although such internal desynchrony has never been demonstrated directly in humans, based on animal experimental work this is presumed to result in chronic disruption of circadian rhythms, which may help explain the known association between night work and several diseases, including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, obesity, certain types of cancer, and neurodegenerative diseases (16, 17).

In addition to shift work, modern human societies experience prolonged illumination (18) and erratic eating patterns, both of which are known to perturb the circadian system. In nocturnal rodent models, extended illumination has been shown to increase predisposition to metabolic diseases. Conversely, in diurnal flies a shift to nighttime feeding compromises fat metabolism and fecundity (19). In humans, a 12-h shift of the sleep/wake and fasting/feeding cycle compared with the central circadian system, while maintaining an isocaloric diet, reduced glucose tolerance, increased blood pressure, and decreased the satiety hormone leptin (20). These studies highlight the importance of temporal organization of sleep and feeding relative to the circadian system. Both nutrient quality and genetic factors appear to affect meal timing in rodents. Mutation in the circadian clock gene Per1 affecting a conserved phosphorylation site causes mice to consume more food during the daytime and predisposes them to metabolic diseases (21). The widely used diet-induced obesity model in mice also perturbs feeding; mice fed a high-fat diet ad libitum consume small meals throughout day and night (22). Both diet-induced obesity and obesity in Per1 mutant mice can be prevented by restricting access to high-fat diet only during the nighttime (23). The surprising effectiveness of TRF without altering caloric intake or source of calories suggests a potentially effective meal-timing intervention for humans. Indeed, recent human studies suggest that earlier meal timing associates with improved effectiveness of weight-loss therapy in overweight and obese patients (24, 25).

The mechanism underlying the beneficial effect of TRF is likely complex and acts on multiple pathways. The daily fasting and feeding episodes trigger alternative activation of fasting-responsive cAMP response element binding protein (CREB) and AMP kinase, and feeding responsive insulin-dependent mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathways implicated in metabolic homeostasis. In addition, these pathways also impinge on the circadian clock and

Fig. 1. The rising tide of obesity is strongly associated with daily calorie intake and sedentary lifestyle-promoting transportation (refs. 84–86; www.earth-policy.org/data_center/C23). *US, approximate value. **Worldwide auto production.
improve robustness of oscillation of clock components and downstream targets (23). Accordingly, gene-expression studies indicate that TRF supports circadian rhythmicity of thousands of hepatic transcripts (26).

The confluence of genomics and genetics in mice is unrelaying the pathways from the core clock components to specific nutrient metabolism. The nuclear hormone receptors REV-ERBα are integral to the circadian clock and directly regulate transcription of several key rate-determining enzymes for fatty acid and cholesterol metabolism (27). Although cryptochrome proteins are strong transcriptional suppressors, they also inhibit cAMP signaling and thereby tune CREB-mediated gluconeogenesis (28). Circadian clock down-stream transcription factors DBP/TEF/HLF regulate xenobiotic metabolism (29), and KLF15 mediates nitrogen metabolism (30). These and other modes of regulation (31) provide a mechanistic framework by which meal-timing affects the circadian clock and, in turn, affects metabolic homeostasis in mammals.

Not only does circadian phase influence the metabolic response to food intake, food intake itself has recently been demonstrated to be under control by the endogenous circadian system, independent of the sleep/wake and fasting/feeding cycle (32), possibly helping explain why breakfast is often the smallest meal of the day or even skipped all together.

Cellular and Molecular Mechanisms: Insight from Intermittent Energy Restriction and Fasting

Compared with those fed ad libitum, the lifespans of organisms from yeast and worms, mice and monkeys can be extended by lifespans of organisms from yeast and worms, compared with those fed ad libitum, the beneficial effects of intermittent fasting appear to be profound and can forestall and even reverse disease processes in animal models of various cancers, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and neurodegenerative disorders (2). Here we briefly highlight four general mechanisms by which IER protects cells against injury and disease.

Adaptive Stress Responses. Compared with their usual ad libitum feeding conditions, laboratory animals maintained on IER exhibit numerous changes, suggesting heightened adaptive stress responses at the molecular, cellular, and organ system levels. Alternate-day fasting prevents age-related decrements in the antioxidant enzymes superoxide dismutase 1 and catalase in the liver cells of rats (37). IER increases levels of the antioxidant enzymes NADH-cytochrome b5 reductase and NAD (P)H-quinone oxidoreductase 1 in muscle cells of mice, and these effects are accentuated by exercise (38). Numerous studies have shown that IER can protect neurons against oxidative, metabolic, and proteotoxic stress in animal models of neurodegenerative disorders, including Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases (39). IER can also protect the heart against ischemic damage in an animal model of myocardial infarction (40). Alternate-day fasting stimulates the production of different anti-inflammatory mediators, including the antioxidant enzyme heme oxygenase 1, proteins involved in mitochondrial function, and the protein chaperones HSP-70 and GRP-78 (41, 42). Moreover, IER increases the production of trophic factors that promote neuronal survival, neurogenesis, and the formation and strengthening of synapses in the brain (43). Taken together, these data suggest that beneficial effects of IER involve the general biological phenomenon of “hormesis” or “preconditioning,” in which exposure of cells and organisms to a mild stress results in adaptive responses that protect against more severe stress.

Bioenergetics. When humans switch from eating three full meals per day to an IER diet, such as one moderate size meal every other day or only 500–600 calories 2 d/wk, they exhibit robust changes in energy metabolism characterized by increased insulin sensitivity, reduced levels of insulin and leptin, mobilization of fatty acids, and elevation of ketone levels (44–47). Ketones, such as β-hydroxybutyrate, are known to have beneficial effects on cells with a high energy demand, such as neurons in the brain (Fig. 2) (48, 49). In mice, alternate-day fasting can greatly increase insulin sensitivity even without a major reduction in body weight (50), and in humans IER can increase insulin sensitivity more than daily calorie restriction that achieves similar weight loss (45, 51). Dietary energy restriction can prevent age-related decline in mitochondrial oxidative capacity in skeletal muscle, and can induce mitochondrial biogenesis (52). Brain bioenergetics may also be bolstered by IER. For example, brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), which is up-regulated in hippocampal neurons in response to IER and exercise, activates the transcription factor CREB, which then induces peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma coactivator 1-α (PGC-1α) expression and mitochondrial biogenesis (53). The latter study showed...
that PGC-1α and mitochondrial biogenesis are critical for the formation of synapses in developing hippocampal neurons and the maintenance of synapses in the hippocampus of adult mice. Because impaired mitochondrial biogenesis and function occur during aging and chronic disease states, such as sarcopenia and neurodegenerative disorders, it is important to consider the impact of the frequency and circadian timing of meals on the development and progression of such disorders.

Whereas IER/fasting is beneficial and overeating detrimental for many types of normal cells, the converse is true for tumor cells. Cells in tumors exhibit major mitochondrial abnormalities and generate their ATP primarily from glycolysis rather than oxidative phosphorylation (54). Moreover, tumors are highly vascularized and so their cells have access to large amounts of circulating glucose. Animal models have consistently shown that IER inhibits and even reverses the growth of a range of tumors, including neuroblastoma, breast, and ovarian cancers (55). The shift to ketogenesis may play an important role in suppression of tumor growth by IER/fasting because many tumor cells are largely unable to use ketones as an energy source; accordingly, ketogenic diets may potentiate the antitumor effects of IER (54). Although preliminary, recent case studies in human patients suggest potential applications of IER in the treatment of a range of cancers, including breast, ovarian, prostate, and glioblastoma (56, 57). Indeed, evolutionary theory predicts that collected random mutations will prevent tumor cells from making the necessary metabolic adaptations to IER (58).

**Inflammation.** All major diseases, including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, neurodegenerative disorders, arthritis, and cancers involve chronic inflammation in the affected tissues and, in many cases, systemically (59). Local tissue inflammation involves hyperactivation of macrophages (microglia in the brain) which produce proinflammatory cytokines (TNF, IL-1β, IL-6) and reactive oxygen species. Overweight and obesity promote inflammation, and IER suppresses inflammation in human subjects and animal models of diseases. Obese women who changed their diet from multiple daily meals to alternate-day energy restriction exhibited significant reductions in levels of circulating TNF and IL-6 (60). In asthma patients, 2 mo of alternate-day energy restriction reduced circulating TNF and markers of oxidative stress, and improved asthma symptoms and airway resistance (44). However, because weight loss may reduce inflammation regardless of the dietary change inducing the weight loss, it will be important to determine if and how eating patterns modify inflammation independently of weight loss. Multiple studies have shown that fasting can lessen symptoms in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (61), and data from animal studies suggest that the pathogenesis of other autoimmune disorders may also be counteracted by IER, including multiple sclerosis (62), lupus erythematosus (63), and type 1 diabetes (64). In a mouse model of stroke, IER suppressed elevations of TNF and IL-1β in the ischemic cerebral cortex and striatum, which was associated with improved functional outcome (41). Inflammation is increasingly recognized as a contributing factor for cancer cell growth (65) and, because excessive energy intake promotes inflammation, it is likely that suppression of inflammation plays a role in the inhibition of tumor growth by IER. Whereas inhibiting immune responses to autoantigens and sterile tissue injuries can be beneficial, suppression of immune responses to infectious agents is detrimental. It will therefore be important to determine whether eating regimens such as TRF and IER affect immune responses to pathogens, an as yet unexplored area of investigation.

**Improved Repair and Removal of Damaged Molecules and Organelles.** Cells possess dedicated mechanisms for the removal of damaged molecules and organelles. One mechanism involves the molecular “tagging” of damaged proteins with ubiquitin, which targets them for degradation in the proteasome (66). In a second and more elaborate mechanism called autophagy, damaged and dysfunctional proteins, membranes, and organelles are directed to and degraded in lysosomes (67). Energy and nutrient (particularly amino acids) intake have been shown to have consistent effects on autophagy. When organisms ingest regular meals, their cells receive a relatively steady supply of nutrients and so remain in a “growth mode” in which protein synthesis is robust and autophagy is suppressed (68). The nutrient-responsive mTOR pathway negatively regulates autophagy. Accordingly, fasting inhibits the mTOR pathway and stimulates autophagy in cells of many tissues, including liver, kidney, and skeletal muscle (69–71). In this way, fasting “cleanses” cells of damaged molecules and organelles.

Rats maintained on energy-restricted diets exhibit reduced accumulation of polyubiquitinated proteins and evidence of increased autophagy in peripheral nerves compared with rats fed ad libitum (72). In a mouse model of Charcot-Marie-Tooth type 1A, an inherited disorder characterized by demyelination of peripheral nerves, IER improved motor performance and reduced demyelination by a mechanism involving enhanced autophagy and reduced accumulation of myelin protein PMP22 aggregates (73). A common feature of many major chronic diseases is the abnormal/excessive accumulation of protein aggregates within and outside of cells; examples include intracellular α-synuclein in Parkinson’s disease and extracellular amyloid β-peptide and intracellular Tau protein in Alzheimer’s disease (74, 75). In addition to the frequency of meals, the circadian timing of meals is likely to affect the responses of the cellular machineries for clearance of damaged proteins and organelles (76). Autophagy is regulated in a diurnal rhythm in many cell types, and this rhythm can be altered by changing the timing of food intake. It is therefore reasonable to consider that meal timing has an impact on diseases that involve impaired or insufficient autophagy.

**Society-Wide Implications**
The high rates of childhood and adult obesity and the diseases they foster is a major burden to our society. As findings from basic research studies and controlled interventional trials accrue, consensus recommendations for healthy patterns of meal frequency and diurnal timing may eventually emerge. If sufficient evidence does emerge to support public health and clinical recommendations to alter meal patterning, there will be numerous forces at play in the acceptance or resistance to such recommendations. First and perhaps foremost is cultural tradition. Three meals plus snacks daily has become the norm during the past half-century, such that a majority of American children are accustomed to this eating pattern. Second, the agriculture, food processing, food retail, and restaurant industries and all of the affiliated industries that serve or promote food—from airlines to concert stadiums to television cooking shows to advertising and others—still all have established practices and financial interests and these interests may affect receptivity to proposed shifts in eating patterns and potential decreases in total food purchased. Third, the willingness and ability of the American health care system, including medical training and practice, to emphasize prevention and lifestyles will be a key factor in success or lack thereof.

We believe that it is important to consider how “prescriptions” for meal frequency and timing can be developed, validated, and
implemented in light of the current industrial, cultural, and institutional pressures to maintain the status quo of daily overconsumption of food. In doing so, it will be important to ensure that the public with accurate information on eating patterns and health. For example, despite equivocal and even contradictory scientific evidence, breakfast is often touted as a weight-control aid (77), but recent evidence has suggested that it may not be (78).

Primary education and media outlets should dispense up-to-date information on healthy eating, including the frequency and circadian timing of meals. Although regulatory agencies must play an important role in developing recommendations and facilitating their implementation, it may also be helpful for parents to lead by example and establish healthy eating patterns in their children. Additionally, the inclusion of science-based information on eating patterns and health in primary and secondary education may help stem the rising tide of overeating and related poor health in our children. The medical community could play a central role in developing and implementing prescriptions for long-term daily energy restriction or IER that can be incorporated into most daily home and workplace environments. Examples of such prescriptions include fasting or caloric restriction (e.g., 500 calories) on alternate days or 2 d each week, or forgoing breakfast and lunch several days each week (Fig. 3). The available evidence suggests that patients may be able to comply with such diets when there is rigorous follow-up (44, 45, 47), and it will be important to determine if compliance would increase further if patients were able to choose an eating pattern-based prescription that best fits their weekly routines. Recent findings suggest that it may be possible for many people to adopt a long-term change in their lifestyle from eating three meals plus snacks every day to an IER diet if they are able to keep on the new eating pattern during a transition period of approximately 1 mo (45). Moreover, for many people who are overweight IER may facilitate their maintenance of an overall reduction in energy intake compared with prescriptions for daily caloric restriction.

**Future Directions**

Further animal studies are required to better elucidate the cellular and molecular mechanisms by which meal frequency, IER, and TRF affect health and disease susceptibility, as well as the impact of eating patterns on extant disease processes in various experimental models. For example, it will be of great interest to know the effects of IER and TRF on gene expression, epigenetic markers (methylation and acetylation), and disease-relevant pathways in multiple tissues throughout the body and nervous system. The overlapping and complementary effects of exercise and healthy eating patterns on functionality and disease resistance should be elucidated. Intervention studies of IER and TRF, particularly randomized controlled trials (RCTs), should be performed in various groups of human subjects, including those who are healthy and those with diseases, such as obesity, diabetes, cancer, cardiovascular disease, and neurodegenerative disorders. RCTs should include functional outcomes as well as biomarkers relevant to disease risk and pathogenesis. Thus, far, relatively few RCTs of IER and TRF have been performed in human subjects, with the results of several studies of alternate-day and twice weekly energy restriction demonstrating weight loss and abdominal fat reduction and suggesting improvements in indicators of energy and lipid metabolism and inflammation (44–46, 51, 61). On the other hand, a study of TRF in which healthy normal weight subjects consumed a balanced daily food intake within a 4-h or 12-h time period each day revealed no improvement (79, 80), which is similar to the lack of any short-term benefit of TRF in mice when the animals are fed abalanced diet (23). This finding suggests that the short-term benefits of TRF might depend on the diet and body composition. It will also be critical to evaluate long-term adherence of different subject populations to IER and TRF protocols to evaluate their feasibility for broad applications for sustained weight reduction and disease risk reduction.

Genetic factors can determine whether the lifespan of a particular strain of mouse or rat is increased, unaffected, or even decreased, by lifelong CR or TRF, with inbred animals generally responding less well to CR (81). Understanding the mechanism of TRF will help to predict whether a certain eating pattern is beneficial or whether individuals with specific genotype are predisposed to erratic eating patterns. Missense mutation in circadian clock component Per1 has been shown to affect eating patterns in mice (21). However, the presence of intact food anticipatory activity in SCN ablated rodents or those lacking functional circadian oscillator genes points to yet-identified genes and circuits in eating-pattern determination (82, 83). Humans are highly heterogeneous with regard to their genetic composition, epigenetic landscape, and the environmental factors to which they are exposed throughout life. It is therefore likely that there will be considerable variability among human subjects in the responses of their cells and organ systems (and overall health) to different eating patterns. Although there is sufficient evidence to suggest that CR and IER can improve health indicators in most or all obese human subjects (2), data are lacking with regard to normal weight subjects.

---

**Fig. 3. Patterns of daily and weekly food consumption.** The upper illustration shows five different patterns of food consumption during a 24-h period. A: Eating three large meals plus snacks spread throughout a 16-h period. B–D: Examples if time-restricted eating patterns in which food is consumed as three (B) or two (C) regular size meals, or three small meals (D). E: Complete fast. Examples of weekly eating schedules are shown in the lower right. ER, energy restriction; IER, intermittent energy restriction; TRF, time-restricted feeding.
Insight into genetic and epigenetic factors that affect responses to specific eating patterns could be obtained from RCTs of TRF and IER regimens in normal weight subjects in which biomarkers of health and disease risk are measured (blood pressure, heart rate variability, insulin resistance, lipid profiles, adipokines, ketones, and so forth).

It would be particularly valuable to design RCT in human subjects with head-to-head comparisons of multiple eating patterns, such as those shown in Fig. 3. Once the eating patterns that promote optimal health are established, what can be done to encourage, enable and empower individuals to modify their food choices and eating patterns? Implementing any such changes will be challenging, as a half-century of research on behavioral approaches to weight control suggests. That said, the field of behavioral science is continually evolving, as is the growth and quality of mobile information technology, which may serve to buttress efforts. We are hopeful that in the future, we may be better able to help individuals achieve the healthy behavior changes they desire.


